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CONTACT

Colin Sorias
colinsorias@yahoo.com
305-1053
Allan Girod 788-8959
Hash Cash Lorin Paton 622-5806
Salma Khan
salmakhan_10@hotmail.com
753-8843
Marita Guevara
mcguevar@tstt.co.tt
685-3600
Betty Agostini, Marguerite Aanensen, Joanne Esdale, Gerry Soogrim[Hash Booze]

Date:
19 Jul 2014

Site:
Teteron

Hares:
Marwan, Eric, Marita, Sherine, Pradeep,
Bascombe

Scribe:
DFA

TARP Card carrying senior hashers
should never be asked to write the
trash. It’s hard enough trying to
remember what you need to do
next, far less trying to remember
murky week old events.
So it was the Tetron run or Tetrun,
as the camouflaged hares named it.
Pickups were planned beginning at
2:45pm with the last pickup at
3:45pm. I arrived JIT (that’s just in
time for those of you not into
jargon) as usual at 2:44:59pm, only
to be told to wait as the first bus
had not yet arrived. The evidence of
this was plain to see by the massive
restless crowd awaiting transport, and about to jostle City Gate style onto the first maxi that
then arrived. Anyway we were all transported to the run site while being instructed as to where
we could and could not go. These restrictions also obviously applied to the Hares as the run had
to be planned and set in quite a restricted area similar to the last time we hashed in Tetron
many moons ago.
Having said that we did get a good work-out with some hashers actually managing to get lost
and having to crawl up mountains and down valleys before finally fumbling their way back to
base camp. This bunch of lost souls I am reliably informed contained at least four very seasoned
hashers. Obviously for the next hash rather than an army barracks, we need to go to a kinder
garden playground.
The run left the Corporal’s Recreation Club headed basically along the coast (either north or west
or in that general direction, by which I mean I don’t have a clue), deviating for a false trail into
the bush, then out again passing Scotland Bay which was garbage strewn and extremely sad to
see. Then up onto a path heading north(?), east(?) who gives a shit anyway. All this while
listening to a crowed party boat parked in Scotland bay with the music blaring and winer guyls
not quite sure what to make of us. We even had an invitation from the DJ on the boat for
runners over x years to come join them. I did not see any takers and why should there be? We
were having far more fun watching a snake devour
an agouti, or was it a rat, or a manicou? Depends on
who gave the story. Anyway that was the most
photographed snake in Trinidad, although I did not
see anyone taking a selfie with Manny themakkowell.
That trail ended at an arrow pointing in the direction
from which we runners came, a technique invented
for Monday runs by N. Boos and R Wyver which met
with very little favour at the time, althoughit was
greeted with much less derision on this Saturday
run.
So on back it was. Basically the same path we came
on, with a few different views along the way and a few alterations to add some variety.
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Surprisingly the run did offer a pretty good work out with many jaded hashers returning to the
start. Jaded of course does not include the many fit young guns of both genders who now seem
to relish runs the way we relish cold beer.
The immediate after hash was to the sea with beer for many hashers which isnow standard
operating procedure for runs by the sea. We also did have the ‘luxury’ of showers which meant
cleaner hashers to enjoy Marwan’s food and take the down downs, with the usual gatherings of
small groups spread around the area, swigging cold beer and pontificating on all the usual after
hash topics, until it was time to leave with a more orderly but watchful line of travellers for the
bus ride out.All in all not a bad way to spend a Saturday afternoon.
Virgins: Dani, Shalini, Maria, Rissa, Patricia, Dan, Simone, Noelia, Paulo, Nychal, Nefertiti,
Samuel, Akil, Raffal, Sandra, Shanti, Barbara, Michael, James
New shoes: Samuel, Shivani, Sandra
Poofter: Samuel
Birthday: Nikita

HM’s Herpetology
The study of hashers is probably not unlike the study of reptiles – behavior that is usually easily
predictable – except for the odd specimen and/or occasion. Hashers followed instructions to the
letter; no doubt not relishing the prospect of missing out on an unusually situated hash such as
this one. A well thought out & executed hash was put on by the hares – we thank them for the
afternoon proceedings. As an aside, I was able to study the rumination of a large reptile’s meal,
from the relative safety of someone’s mobile-phone screen! Go figure!. On On
Committee Cumming & Going
Jordan Scheer has decided to bugger off to another small island with a little more sun, sand &
sea. Diane Henderson has asked to be excused due to other pressing professional
responsibilities. We thank them both for their service to the hash committee and wish them all
the best. We have asked Michelle Girod to come in and provide some service to the committee.
We welcome her once again.
Enviro-Corner - Foam food & beverage containers
As a hash would like to work towards the complete restriction of polystyrene foam food &
beverage containers. Polystyrene foam is a major component of plastic debris in the ocean.
Discarded polystyrene does not biodegrade for hundreds of years. Restricting the use of
foamed polystyrene takeout food packaging is a priority of many solid waste environmental
organizations. Let’s educate & encourage our service providers accordingly.
Segregate your waste at the hash! Remember Disassemble, Crush & Dispose

Responsibly. Reduce | Reuse | Recycle| We’re all in this together!
HARELINE 2014
RUN# DATE (2014)

HARES

SITE & INFO

872

Aug 16

TBA

TBA – Stay Tuned to Website

873

Aug 30

Lipstick Girl & the Undertakers

Independence Weekend Hash - TBA

874

Sep 13

Randall Lyon/Mark Hutchinson

TBA

Sep 24

Republic Day Red Dress Run
for Charity
Nico Kersting

Republic Day Holiday – Diego Martin

NIL
875

Sep 27
Oct 23-26

TBA

CROWN POINT, TOBAGO – DETAILS
TOBAGO HASH WEEKEND 2014 AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE POSHHH.ORG
Register NOW!!

OCTOBER 23 - 26
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